Seizures in the Mongolian gerbil are related to a deficiency in cerebral glutamine synthetase.
1. Seizure prone (SP)-gerbils (Meriones unguiculatus) tested repeatedly in an open field exhibited habituation of seizures after one or two trials and subsequently showed more ambulatory activity than non-seizure prone (NSP) individuals. 2. A subset of 5 SP and 5 NSP animals were killed and portions of each cerebral hemisphere, the cerebellum and the brainstem medulla were analysed for glutamine synthetase (GS). 3. GFAP immunohistochemistry was used on forebrain sections to assay astrocyte density. 4. It was found by MANOVA, PCA and regression analyses that seizures and ambulatory activity were related to a deficiency in cerebral GS. 5. Rearing behaviour was related to medullary brainstem and cerebellar GS concentrations. 6. The decreased GS of the seizure-prone gerbils was not apparently associated with a deficiency of astrocytes, perhaps the reverse. 7. The results are discussed in relation to glial-neuronal interactions modulating arousal and the propensity for seizures.